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The Extended Entropy Uncertainty Principle 
RoY LEIPNIK 
Test Department, Michelson Laboratory, USNOTS,  
China Lake, California 
A minimum principle is obtained for the entropy in the Wigner- 
Moyal distribution of linear position and momentum. This result sup- 
ports the conjecture, previously discussed in the statistically inde- 
pendent ease, that the joint dimensionless entropy of noneommuting 
observables has a positive minimum. The minimizing wave functions 
are Gaussian with complex-valued variances. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
a l ,  as,  • • • , ~ Observables 
f (a l ,  as, - . .  ; t [ ~,) Wigner-Moyal  density function 
L(a l  , a2 , " "  ; t [~/) Joint entropy 
H ( al , as ,  " "  ; t I ~ ) Dimensionless joint entropy 
x Linear position 
p Linear momentum 
¢J(x; t) Position wave function 
¢(p ;  t) Momentum wave function 
~bl(x) Gaussian wave function 
Covariance matrix 
p Correlation 
f0 Joint Gaussian density 
h Planck's constant 
Dz Set of densities with covariance matrix 
D Set of densities with finite covariance matrix 
W Set of Wigner-Moyal  densities 
¢0 Gauss-Cornu position wave function 
¢0 Gauss-Cornu momentum wave function 
I. THE WIGNER-MOYAL DISTRIBUTION 
Let (a l ,  a2, -. • ) be a set of observables, and let ~, be an observable, 
of a quantum-mechanical  system. Let f (a l ,  as ,  . . .  ; t[ c) be the joint 
18 
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distribution function of a l ,  as,  . . .  at t ime t when the system is in an 
eigenstate c of % As in a previous article (Leipnik, 1959) we define the 
joint entropy of a l ,  a : ,  • • • at t ime t in the eigenstate c of ~/as 
L(a : ,a2 , . . .  ;t  I c) = -- f f f(a,,a2,... ;t I c) 
J J (1) 
l og f (a i ,  as, --" ; t[ c)dal, da2 . . .  
provided it has a reasonable meaning. L is not dimensionless, but if k is 
a constant with dimensions [a:] [as] " "  , then H = L - log/c is a joint 
dimensionless entropy. More generally, we can define the joint entropy 
of a : ,  ~2, • • " at t ime t when ~/is observed, as 
Y,~ p('y = c)L(a : ,  a2, - "  ;t I c), etc. 
In  case a: is linear position x, a2 is linear momentum p, and ¢(x;  t) 
is the position wave function, then the Wigner-Moyal  distribution 
function is given by the formula [Wigner, 1932; Moyal,  1949] 
f (x ,p ; t )  = h-: :*  x -2 ,  t ~b x -4 -~, t  exp,- ~ )dr .  (2) 
Direct integration shows that  
f / (x ,  p; t)dp = [ ¢~(x; t) E 2 
and 
where 
f f (x ,  p; t)dx = I¢(P;  t) I 2, (3) 
is the corresponding momentum wave function. CleaHy L= H, etc. be- 
come functionals of ~). 
II. THE MINIMUM PRINCIPLE  
In a previous article (Leipnik, 1959) we conjectured that if ~b is any  
square integrable wave  function for linear position such that 
f (x,  p; t) = [~(x;  t) I ~ I¢(p;  t) ]~, (5) 
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SO that x and  p are statistically independent, then 
H($) -- L(¢) - log h => H(¢~) = log (e/2), 
where 
¢l(x) = (2~J) -'~ exp( 
(6) 
where 
is a complex Gaussian wave function with real variance. This coniecture 
was supported by showing that ~1 satisfies a necessary condition for 
the minimal-entropy function, but a proof of uniqueness was lacking. 
The interpretation f this minimum principle as an uncertainty principle 
was also discussed, and a generalized uncertainty principle was con- 
jectured-namely, that the joint dimensionless entropy H(al, as, "" ; 
t I ~) has a positive minimum for noncommuting observables. 
This generalization is easy to prove in the case of linear position and 
momentum, whether independent or not, provided that the Wigner- 
Moyal distribution has finite variances. This is a stronger assumption 
on the behavior of l~b(x ) I at infinity than we used before, but the 
method is much simpler. The method is to minimize - f f  f(x, p) 
log f(x, p) dxdp subject to fff(x, p) dxdp = 1 and a prescribed 
covariance matrix ~, but disregarding the Wigner-Moyal relation (2). 
An inequality on det ~, which follows from (2), is then applied to get a 
lower bound. 
Let 
2 f f  (x - 2):f(x, p)dxdp < 0"1 
~12 = p,~1o-2 = f f  (x - ~) (p  - p ) f (x ,  p)  dxdp 
ff as = (p -- f~)2f(x, p) dxdp < 
(8) 
2 = f f  xf(x, p) dxdp 
= f f  pf(x, p) dxdp 
(9) 
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are the mean values. Without essential loss of generality, we set 2 = 
Let 
0-12 0"12 
0"12 0" 2 
be a prescribed eovariance matrix. To minimize L = - f f  f(x, p) 
log f(x, p) dxdp subject o (8), we find extremals for 
M = f f  f(x, p) ( - log f (x ,  p) + )`ix 2 
(10) 
+ )`:P + )`aP 2+ ),4) dxdp 
The Euler necessary condition 8M = 0 is easily seen to yield the 
equation 
1 -4- log f0(x, p) = )`ix 2 -4- )` :p q- )`ap 2+ )`4 (11) 
for the extremal. Examination of 82L shows that f0 is minimizing. Ap- 
plication of the constraints yields the bivariate Gaussian distribution 
[ { :}] 1 x 2 2pxp -4- ( 11 ) fo(x, p) = (47r 2 det 2) -1/2 exp 2(1 - p 2) ~ zl0"2 
for which we at once find 
L(fo) = 1 + ½ log(4~ 2det 2). (12) 
For clarity, let D~ be the set of bivariate densities with covariance 
matrix 2, D the set of bivariate densities with nonsingular finite co- 
variance matrix, W the set of bivariate densities generated by the 
Wigner-Moyal formula from a proper wave function, and C~ the set of 
Gaussian densities with covariance matrix Z and arbitrary means. So 
far we have shown only that 
min L( f )  = min L( f )  = L(fo) = 1 q- ½ log(47r 2det Z) (13) 
f e D Z f e O~ 
However, Bartlett and Moyal  (Moyal, 1949, Appendix 1) generalized 
the IIeisenberg-Weyl inequality to the form--in our notation-- 
det X => (h/4~) 2 (14) 
where ~ is the covarianee matrix of any bivariate density f ~ Dx o W 
of position and momentum. Thus we have 
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inf L( f )  >= min L ( f )  = 1 + ½1og(4~detZ)  _>- log(he~2) • (15) 
f e Dy l ' lW .: ~ DF~ 
Since (15) holds for all ~, we have 
inf L( f )  > log(he~2). (16) 
.: e D f l  W 
Now if we can show that for some f e W, we have det ~ = (h/4~) 2, we 
will have proved the minimum principle 
min L( f )  = L(f~) = log(he/2),  
]eDNW 
rain H( f )  = H( f l )  = log(e/2), (17) 
f e .D fl W 
the desired result. From Leipnik (1959), we know that if p = 0, 
then f0 ~ W and det Z = ~12~2  = (h/47r) 2. The wave function ¢:o generat- 
ing this f0 is complex Gaussian, but with a real variance. Thus the 
minimum principle is established. It is perhaps of interest hat for each 
P, ! P I < 1, there exists an f e D n W which is minimizing also and has 
the given p as correlation. If p # 0, we can prove that the correspond- 
ing wave function ¢ must be complex Gaussian with complex variance. 
III. THE MINIMIZING WAVE FUNCTIONS 
We have now to exhibit a wave function ~0 generating f0 for arbitrary 
p. Consider 
(:) ~,0(x) = (27rc~12) -1/4 exp - -4-~  (eosC~x 2 -I- i sinC~x2), (18) 
which we might call a Gauss-Cornu wave function. Clearly we have 
(:) I ~o(x) 12 = (2~/ )  - '2 exp - -~ , (19) 
: f I" )1 1 go(p) = h-l:2(27r~2) -~:~ ~ .exp -h2 1 (20) - ~ /  - ~ 
I ~o(p)L e = h-l(27r¢~2) -1/2 ~r 
(1~-'~14 "~ ~2) 112 
(21) 
• exp - -~  
2¢12h 2{~-'-z'~ + ~2 
and thus 
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Note that (~0 is also a Gauss-Cornu wave function. Thus we find i 
2 2 2 ~r 0-i ¢2 = h 2 ( ~ -4- 4~20-i 2) (22)  
Furthermore, we find for the Wigner-Moyal density 
fo(x, p) = h-~(2~'0-~2) - /2 exp ' ~ 
+ 
= - ~- ~ h 
which has the desired form. Comparing (23) with (11), we have 
2 2 2 2 ~20-12 
0"12 ~ P 0-1 0"2 ----- ql.2 ' 
•0"i (24) 
p = ( h2~ "2" 
We see that for each 0"1 > 0, we can pick ~ so as to obtain any desired p
between -1  and 1, and yet retain 
22 (h )  2 
det~ = 0"i0"2(1-p2) = ~ . 
To prove the converse, suppose /(x, p) has the form (11). It follows 
that 
] ~b(x), 2:(2~r0"i2)-1'2 exp ( - -  2-~1~) 
(25) 
i ~(p)12 /~ 2,~--112 (p2)  = ~r0"~ ) exp  - - ~  . 
For complex Z, define 
f(Z) = ¢(vz2) .  
We immediately obtain the inequalities 
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l¢(Z) l < h-" J Iv(x) 
16~al 2
---- K exp ha 
16r2al a
I F(Z) I = K exp ha 
exp(2~x2 Z l) dx 
Zl  a 
zf 
(27) 
The uniform convergence of the integral f x~(x) exp (-2~ixZ/h) dx 
shows that ¢'(Z) exists throughout the finite complex plane. Hence 
and F are entire functions, and F is of exponential type. By Weierstrass's 
a, ~ complex (28) 
if F has no zeros 
if ~ i -~ [ < 
1 
if ~ iZ~l -  
(29) 
theorem (Titchmarsh, 1939), we can write 
F(Z) -- P(Z) exp (aZ + ~), 
where P (Z) has one of the forms 
I1, 
p(Z)= II~ (1 -~)  , 
1 z z 
in the finite complex plane. Hence by (29) and (25), we have on the 
real axis 
IF(x) [ = l P(x) I exp (x Re a -t- Re ~) 
= (2~z 2)_1/4 exp(_  4~% ) (30) 
1, we conclude that Re a = -1 /4~,  exp (Re~) =. If P(Z) = 
(2~12) -1/~, 
¢(X) = (2~ro'12) -1/4 exp(-- 4~12 "Jr -x2 i~x2/ ~ (31) 
where fl = Im a. If, on the other hand, P(Z) has zeros, then either 
1 [ iX x exp(xRe~ + Re~) = (2~12) -1/~exp - 1-~ 
or 
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I~I I 1 - ~x I exp---~lxReZnlz~ exp(x Re a -~ Re -/) (32) 
= (2~'~r12)" 1/4 exp - . 
Replacing x by -x  and multiplying the results, we find, for all x, 
I I  1 - -  ~-~ ~-- (2~ro12)  -1 /2  exp(--2 Re 7), (33) 
Z~ 
in both cases. This contradiction shows that P(Z)  has no zeros, and 
thus (31) holds. Hence the minimizing wave functions have the stated 
form. 
If the means 2 and p are nonzero, then the minimizing wave functions 
have the form 
/ 
~b0(X) = (2~-(r12) -1/4 exp~ 
as is easily shown. 
(x - 2) ~ 
4(~12 
+ i~(x-~)2+ 2~hX----2-P ) (34) 
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